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DETERMINATION OF CRYSTAL OSCILLATORY SPECTRA
BY INTERNAL FRICTION DATA SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS

YU.A. Zaykin - Doctor Sciences. Professor. Solid State Physics Department.

Technique for relaxation spectra
determination on the basis of internal
friction averagings over relaxation
frequences is developed It is shown that
mathematically the problem is reduced
to solution of the first type Fredholm
integral equation. Impurity oscillatory
spectra in alpha-iron, molibdenum and
Fe-Cr-Ni alloy are obtained

Spectroscopic applications of internal
friction (IF) method,considered in paper[l],
are based on IF space averagings in non-
uniformly deformed samples. Here we shall
discuss an opportunity of relaxation spectra
determination on the basis of IF averagings
over relaxation frequencies. It is known [2,3]
that relaxation spectra in crystals for hermally
activated processes can be connected with
distributions both over activation energies and
frequency factors. Studies of distribution over
relaxation frequencies for processes with the
single activation energy or known distribution
over activation energies opens an opportunity
for determination of crystal oscillatory spectra.

The problem of discretic relaxation
spectra separation in the case when processes
with distinguished values of relaxation time
are superimposed was considered in various
works [4,5]. Approaches and methods of
continuous relaxation spectra derivation
proceeding from various static and dynamic
response functions were also studied [2,5].
Gauss or some other distribution over
relaxation time values are used, as a rule, in
relaxation peak form analysis. Varying
distribution parameters one can ensure half-
width conformity of model and experimental
IF peaks. However, calculations we have done
for relaxation IF peaks in various materials
show that formal use of Gauss distribution
does not always permit to describe the
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complicated form of maxima on IF
temperature dependences. In this paper the
form of the fimction of distribution over
relaxation time values (in the case of
distribution only over frequencies) was not set
beforehand and relaxation spectra were
determined directly from data on IF
temperature dependences [6-8].

In this approach the application of a IF
method for crystal oscillatory spectra
investigation requires the following problems
to be solved. Firstly, the technique of IF
determination should take into account
relaxation spectra availability. Secondly,
development of numerical and analytical
methods of integral equations solution for the
function of distribution over relaxation time or
frequency values should be considered as a
special problem. Thirdly, the technique of
experiment should provide obtaining peaks on
IF temperature dependence broadened only
due to oscillatory spectra of impurities
(defects), responsible for observable relaxation
process. Consideration of these problems
makes the contents of this paper.

When the single relaxation time is
available maxima in the IF temperature and
frequency dependences are defined by the
formula [2,3]

, CO * X

(1)1 + co * 2 T 2

where D is the relaxation degree, w* is
oscillation frequency, t = toexp(H/kT) is the
relaxation time, T is the absolute temperature.

In the case of continious IF relaxation
spectrum IF is defined for thermally activated
process with the single activation energy by
the following equation.

where j(to) is the function of distribution over



to values, w = w*exp(H/kT).
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Fig. 1. Carboneum Snoek peak in alpha-iron

irradiated by electrons upto fluence
1017 cm"2-
1 - experimental curve;
2 - simple Debye maximum
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Fig.2. Carboneum atom frequency
spectrum in alpha-iron

Mathematically the problem of the continious
relaxation spectrum derivation is reduced to
the solution of the integral equation (2), that is
the first class Fredholm equation for j(t).
Numerical and analytical methods of equation
(2) solution are considered in papers [6-8].

We have studied Snoek relaxation
spectra in polycrystalline a-iron, tantalum,
and molibdenum and impurity relaxation
spectra in the special Fe-Cr-Ni alloy for
sensitive elastic devices for samples both

annealed and irradiated by 4 Mev electrons
[6-8]. The IF measurements were made using
facility with electrostatically exited bend
oscillations and obtained data were
processed as described above.

Variation of the samples oscillation
frequency by exiting them at higher harmonics
leads to IF maxima temperature shift for all
investigated relaxation processes without any
change of the peak form.
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Fig.3. Atom frequency spectra in molibdenum irradiated by
4 MeV electrons

1-0 = 0;

(a) - nitrogen frequency spectrum;
(b) - oxygen frequency spectrum
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Fig.4. Impurity maxima on internal
friction temperature dependence in

Fe - based alloy (36 weight % Ni, 12% Cr,
3% Ti, 1% Al) quenched in the mode
1553 K, 1 minute + 1253 K, 1 hour

and irradiated by electrons
to fluence Q>, cm'2
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Fig.5. Titanum (1) and aluminium (2)
atom frequency spectra in Fe-Cr-Ni
alloy after thermal processing and

electron irradiation

This result shows, that the measured
dependences concern to processes with the
single activation energy and the experimental
peak broadening in comparison with simple
Debye peaks can be explained by continious
relaxation spectra availability similar to
impurity atom frequency spectra.

The quantitative evaluation of changes
in impurity oscillatory spectra characteristics
after electron irradiation requires careful
reproduction of IF measurement conditions
after irradiation. The carboneum Snoek
maximum in IF temperature dependence is
shown in Fig.l. One can see that Snoek peak
is essentially broadened. The carboneum atom
spectrum calculated as described above is
plotted in Fig.2. Nitrogen and oxygen atom
frequency spectra in molibdenum obtained by
application of similar calculation procedure to
experimental Snoek peaks in IF temperature
dependence [6-8] are shown in Fig.3. The
figure demonstrate that electron irradiation
leads to the shift of characteristic oscillation
frequencies to lower values. Observed
oscillation spectra shift can be connected with
certain vacancy saturation of irradiated
samples volume as a result of interstitials
coming to dislocations and surface traps. IF
measurements made for a- iron and oscillation
spectra calculation for carboneum atoms had
also shown the trend to oscillation spectra
shift after irradiation to lower frequency

values [6-8].
The result of described method

application to another type of relaxation
caused by Al and Ti impurity atoms
redistribution between grain body and
boundary in multicomponent Fe-Cr-Ni alloy
with h.c.c. lattice is shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5.

Obtained data on relaxation spectra
changes in irradiated metals testifies of
opportunity to use ionizing radiation as a
mean to exert effect on defect oscillatory
spectra. In whole IF method application to
investigation of oscillatory spectra in solids
seems to be perspective in view of its relative
simplicity, high sensitivity to crystal lattice
dynamic characteristics changes as well as its
selectivity to the type of point defects that
makes possible to obtain frequency spectra of
defects, responsible for specific relaxation
processes, as distinct from traditional
methods, giving superposition of various atom
type contributions of to the crystal phonon
spectrum.
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